Abstract This paper discusses how lognormal, Gumbel and log-Pearson type 3 distributions were eliminated as candidates for modelling at-site annual maximum discharge series in Bangladesh. Among candidate distributions, the generalized extreme value distribution best represented the statistical characteristics of observed data. Comparisons of distributions were based upon the root mean square deviation in fit, the probability plot correlation coefficient and L-moment ratio diagrams. The last method assesses whether a candidate distribution is capable of simulating the site-to-site variation in statistical characteristics that is present in observed flood samples.
INTRODUCTION
An important problem in hydrology is the choice of a frequency distribution function for the fitting of extreme flood series in a region or country. This problem has received considerable attention. For example, Benson (1968) , Wallis (1988) and studied several distributions for flood flows in the USA; the Natural Environment Research Council (NERC, 1975) studied flood flows in the UK; McMahon & Srikanthan (1981) investigated Australian flood distributions; Rossi et al. (1984) studied Italian flood series; Ahmed et al. (1988) examined Scottish flood series; Haktanir (1991) 
investi-
Openfor discussion until 1 August 1995 gated Turkish flood distributions; and Mutua (1994) compared several distributions for flood frequency analysis in Kenya. An excellent review of the issue of selecting a distribution for a region or country was made by Cunnane (1989) in an operational hydrology report for the World Meteorological Organization (WMO). He observed that conventional goodness-of-fit tests such as chi-square and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests are of little value in this context. He also emphasized the importance of behaviour studies which examine the statistical characteristics of samples of observed flood data on the one hand and of random samples drawn from candidate distributions on the other. Stedinger et al. (1993) also discussed the issue of the selection of distributions in a recent handbook of hydrology.
The problem of choosing a distribution is more difficult in regions with short flood records. The selection of an appropriate distribution is also crucial in such a situation since design floods such as the 50-or 100-year floods are to be estimated by extrapolation of the fitted distribution. This is the case with flood data in Bangladesh. The main difficulty with short records is that conventional moment statistics are both highly biassed and highly variable in small samples. However, recently introduced L-moment statistics are almost unbiassed and have a very nearly normal distribution in quite small samples (Wallis, 1988; Hosking, 1990) . In this study, L-moments were used in the comparison of the statistical characteristics of random small samples drawn from a candidate distribution with those of observed samples.
Four distributions are in use in the at-site frequency analysis of annual maximum (AM) discharge data in Bangladesh. The Gumbel distribution is used by the Bangladesh Water Development Board which designs and implements all large scale flood control projects. A few departments and consulting firms use the lognormal (LN) distribution. The log-Pearson type 3 (LP3) distribution has been used in the preparation of a National Water Plan. The Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution is being used in the Flood Action Plan. This paper presents a comparative study made to determine which distribution best represents the statistical characteristics of observed flood data. DISCHARGE DATA AM discharge data from 31 gauging stations were used. The length of data record varies from 16 to 24 years. The stations were selected by performing statistical tests for stationarity of the mean and standard deviation (SD) of flood samples. Summary statistics of the 31 samples both in conventional moments and L-moments are given in Table 1 . The very large CV of the means arises from the data from five stations in very large rivers. The mean of the means at these five stations is 62 144 m 3 s" 1 while that of the remaining 26 stations is 1778 m 3 s" Table 1 indicate the presence of heterogeneity. 
GOODNESS-OF-FIT ANALYSIS
Two methods of goodness-of-fit analysis based on probability plots were employed. They are the root mean square deviation (RMSD) in the fit and the probability plot correlation (PPC) coefficient. These methods assess the fitted distribution at a site by summarizing the deviations between observed discharges and computed discharges. In this study, the two-parameter LN distribution was fitted by the maximum likelihood method, the two-parameter Gumbel and the three-parameter GEV distributions by the probability weighted moment (PWM) method (Greenwood et al., 1979; Hosking et al., 1985) and the three-parameter LP3 by the method of moments in log-space.
Probability plot correlation coefficient
The adequacy of a fitted distribution can be evaluated by the PPC coefficient which is essentially a measure of the linearity of the probability plot (Filliben, 1975) . The PPC coefficient was used by Vogel & Kroll (1989) to rank the goodness-of-fit of various distributions. It gives the correlation between the ordered observations and the corresponding fitted quantiles determined by a plotting position. A value of the PPC coefficient near 1.0 suggests that the observations could have been drawn from the fitted distribution. If y t denotes the observed i'th smallest discharge, w i the computed discharge at the z' th plotting position, y the average value of the observations and w the average value of the computed discharges, then the PPC coefficient of the fitted distribution at a site is given by:
yj(y r y)(w r w)
where n is the sample size.
A plotting position formula is needed to obtain values of w i from a fitted distribution. Many of the plotting position formulae can be expressed in a general form as (Cunnane, 1978) :
where F-t is the plotting probability and i is the rank in ordered observations with / = 1 for the smallest observation in the sample.
In this study, the Gringorten formula (a = 0.44) was used for the Gumbel distribution (Vogel, 1986) ; the Blom formula (a = 0.375) for the LN and LP3 distributions (Vogel & Kroll, 1989) ; and the Cunnane formula (Cunnane, 1978 ) (a = 0.4) for the GEV distribution (Chowdhury etal, 1991) . The mean and SD of the PPC coefficients at the 31 sites for every distribution are given in Table 2 . A simple statistical goodness-of-fit test is the PPC coefficient test developed by Filliben (1975) for normality. The application of this test to the frequency analysis of hydrological data was investigated by Vogel (1986 Vogel ( ,1987 , Vogel & Kroll (1989) , Vogel & McMartin (1991) and Chowdhury et al.(1991) .
Root mean square deviation
A frequently used method for assessing the goodness-of-fit of a function is the RMSD. This method was used along with other methods by NERC (1975) for ranking candidate distributions. The RMSD of a distribution fitted to the observed discharge data at a station is computed as: The mean and SD of the RMSDs at 31 sites for every distribution are given in Table 2 .
Ranking of candidate distributions
Based upon the goodness-of-fit results at a site, each distribution was assigned a rank between 1 and 4, rank 1 for the best fitting distribution and 4 for the worst fitting one. A summary of the ranks is given in Table 3 . 
BEHAVIOUR STUDIES BY L-MOMENT STATISTICS
The importance of statistical behaviour studies in the selection of a distribution for a country or region was discussed by Cunnane (1989) . This approach examines whether candidate distributions are capable of producing random samples having the same statistical characteristics as observed samples. This method requires generation of random data from candidate distributions such that the sizes of the generated samples are similar to those of the observed samples. In this study, synthetic flood samples at each site were generated by setting the parameters of a parent distribution equal to the estimated at-site parameters. In the case of the LP3 parent parameters, two variants were used: one with a bias correction multiplication factor of (1 + 8.5/n) for sample skewness coefficient (Wallis etal., 1974) and the other without bias correction. The former distribution is denoted as LP3-A and the later as LP3-B where a distinction between them is necessary.
Moment ratio diagram
The moment ratio diagram is useful as a guide in selecting a distribution for describing a set of random variables. Moment ratio diagrams can be constructed using either the conventional product moment ratios or the L-moment ratios. In the recent Handbook of Hydrology, Stedinger et al. (1993) discussed the advantages of L-moment ratio diagrams in the selection of a frequency distribution function. Vogel & Fennessey (1993) concluded that conventional product moment estimators should be replaced by L-moment estimators for most goodness-of-fit applications in hydrology. A moment ratio diagram is a plot of one moment ratio of a given order as a function of a lower order one,
L-moments The L-moments, introduced by Hosking (1990) , are another way of summarizing the statistical properties of hydrological data. L-moments can be expressed as linear combinations of PWMs. Details of L-moments are also given in Stedinger et al. (1993) .
The PWM of order r can be defined as (Greenwood et al., 1979) :
where
£"{•} denotes the expectation and F(Y) is the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of Y.
An unbiassed estimator of fi r is : Wallis (1988) , Cunnane (1989) and Hosking (1990) illustrated that, compared to the product moment ratio diagram, the L-moment ratio diagrams possess a better ability to discriminate between distributions. used a t 4 vs t 3 diagram to explore the suitability of various flood frequency models in the southwestern United States. In this study, both t 3 vs t 2 and t 4 vs t 3 diagrams have been examined. Figure 1 shows plots of % vs t 2 constructed from the observed discharge data and from random data generated from LN, Gumbel, GEV and LP3 distributions. Similarly, Fig. 2 shows plots of t 4 vs t 3 . 
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• Average of 31 at-site observed values Fig. 1 L-CV vs L-CS diagrams constructed from at-site observed data and at-site random data generated by candidate distributions.
DISCUSSION
Comparison between the t 2 vs t 3 plots in Fig. 1 (a) and 1(d) reveals that the scatter of the data generated by the three-parameter GEV distribution is mostly close to the observations. The generated L-CVs and L-CSs in the upper part of Fig. 1(d) are slightly smaller than the observed values. The character of the generated data in the t 3 vs t 4 plot in Fig. 2(d) can be considered similar to that of the observed data in Fig. 2(a) . Summaries of the analysis based upon RMSDs and PPC coefficients in Tables 2 and 3 show that the GEV distribution gave a good fit to the flood data. The spread of the data in Figs 1(e), (f) and 2(e), (f) obtained from the three-parameter LP3 distribution are quite different from those of the observed points in Figs 1(a) and 2(a) . The use of the bias-corrected skewness parameter for a LP3 parent made the scatter in the t 2 vs t 3 plot in Fig. 1(e) relatively realistic as appears from a comparison with Fig. 1(f) . It can be seen that the LP3 distribution generated smaller values of L-kurtosis in the lower part of the right side in the % vs t 4 plots in Figs 2(e) and (f). Despite the poor appearance in the L-moment ratio diagrams, the LP3 distribution gave quite a good fit to the at-site data as shown by Tables 2 and 3 . This is because the LP3 distribution is a variable skewness model and its flexible shape allows a close fit to the data. Plots of t 2 vs t 3 and t 3 vs t 4 in Figs 1(b) and 2(b) obtained from the twoparameter LN distribution display some dissimilarities with the scatter of the observed data in Figs 1(a) and 2(a) . The generated L-CVs, L-CSs and L-kurtoses were generally smaller than the observed values. Tables 2 and 3 show that the LN distribution gives a good fit to the at-site data. When a statistical test based upon the PPC coefficient developed by Vogel & Kroll (1989) for checking whether the logarithms of data are normally distributed is applied, the fitted LN distribution was rejected at only one out of 31 sites at the 5% significance level.
In the case of the t 3 vs t 4 plot generated from the two-parameter Gumbel distribution in Fig. 2(c) , most of the data clustered around the point t 3 = 0.17 and t 4 = 0.15, which corresponds to the population values for a Gumbel distribution. Note that the Gumbel distribution is a special case of the GEV distribution with a fixed L-CS. The scatter of the data in the t 2 vs t 3 plot in Fig. 1(c) is quite dissimilar from that of the observed data in Fig. 1(a) . The goodness-offit performance of the Gumbel distribution was also poor as shown by Tables  2 and 3 . When another statistical test based upon the PPC coefficient developed by Vogel (1986; 1987) was applied, the fitted Gumbel distribution was rejected at 19 out of the 31 sites at the 5% significance level.
The site-to-site variations in the sample L-moment ratios in a region can be expressed by the CV of the at-site L-moment ratios. The CV of L-CVs and of L-CSs for data generated from candidate distributions are compared with the observed values for the 31 sites in Bangladesh in Table 4 . The mean of the observed and generated L-CVs and of the L-CSs are also presented in Table 4 . It is seen from Table 4 that values for the GEV distribution were closest to the observed magnitudes. The values for the LN and LP3 distributions were almost equal and close to the observed values for all statistics except the mean of the L-CSs. For the LN distribution, the mean of the L-CSs was substantially lower than that of the observed values. For the LP3 distribution, the mean of the L-CSs was almost identical to that of the observed values, but the CV of the L-CSs was not so close to that of the observed values. In the case of the Gumbel distribution, the means of the L-CVs and of the L-CSs were quite close to those of the observed values, but the CVs of the L-CVs and of the L-CSs were substantially different from those of the observed values. Table 4 Comparison of mean and coefficient of variation of generated L-moment ratios at the 31 sites with those of observed L-moment ratios The skewness coefficient is a measure of the shape of a distribution. Figure 3 displays the influence of sample L-CS upon goodness-of-fit for the four candidate distributions. In this Figure, the PPC coefficients are plotted against ranks of sites where the rank indicates the position of a site in a list ordered by descending values of the observed at-site sample L-CS. The fit to the at-site data provided by a Gumbel distribution deteriorated rapidly as the sample distribution became more and more skewed. This is because the Gumbel distribution does not possess much flexibility due to its fixed shape. At all sites with % > 0.11, the fitted Gumbel distributions were rejected by the PPC test (Vogel, 1986; 1987) at the 5% significance level. It is surprising that the fit was poor at sites with sample L-CS near to 0.17 which corresponds to the population value of a Gumbel distribution. The fit of the LN distribution also generally deteriorated with increase in the sample skewness but not as badly as in the case of the Gumbel distribution. The influence of the sample skewness upon the fit of the three-parameter distributions (GEV and LP3) was not prominent, but the fit tended to deteriorate when the sample skewness increased. A slight deterioration in the fit for the four candidate distributions was also observed when the sample L-CSs were negative. Rank of site in order of descending t 3 A LN,«Gumbel, o GEV, £,LP3 Fig. 3 Plot of PPC coefficients of fitted candidate distributions where sites are arranged along abscissa in order of descending value of observed at-site sample L-CS.
Both the RMSD and PPC coefficients gave similar results as shown by Tables 2 and 3. These two goodness-of-fit analysis showed that the three-parameter distributions (GEV and LP3) gave better fits than the two-parameter distributions (Gumbel and LN). They could not distinguish between the fits of the three-parameter distributions which is also displayed by Fig. 3 . The L-moment ratio diagrams allow one to distinguish between the three-parameter distributions by providing a visual assessment of the dispersion of the at-site Lmoment ratios, as illustrated by Figs 1 and 2.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Both goodness-of-fit analysis and L-moment ratio diagram analysis indicated that the three-parameter GEV distribution is suitable for flood frequency analysis in Bangladesh while the two-parameter Gumbel distribution is not. It appears that the Gumbel distribution, which has a fixed shape, cannot model the observed skewness of at-site flood samples in Bangladesh. The two-parameter LN distribution and the three-parameter LP3 distribution gave quite good fit to the at-site data, but the L-moment ratio diagrams displayed that these two distributions generate at-site random samples whose between-site variations in L-moment ratios were not similar to those of the observed samples.
This study provides a basis for choosing the GEV distribution from four candidates for modelling at-site annual maximum discharge series in Bangladesh. The next stage should be the development of a regional GEV distribution by dividing the country into homogeneous regions to reduce uncertainties due to the shortness of at-site flood records. Goodness-of-fit tests for regional distributions based upon L-moment statistics (Chowdhury etal., 1991; Hosking & Wallis, 1993) can be utilized to assess whether a proposed regional distribution is consistent with the available data for a site.
